PRESS RELEASE

New Enksail NK43 on Allt på Sjön at Gustavsberg
For the first time, a new Enksail NK43 will be shown at the Swedish Boat Show Allt på Sjön at
Gustavsberg, near Stockholm, from 30 August to 1 September 2019.
Since 1999, Gebroeders van Enkhuizen is building the Noordkaper sailing yachts at the Makkum
shipyard in the north of the Netherlands. Over the years the Noordkaper has been fine-tuned and
further developed and therefore they are named 'Enksail Noorkapers', in short Enksail NK.
Custom built
Every Enksail NK is unique and built speciffically for its owner. No two yachts are the same as each
owner has his own wishes and needs. The interior can be designed entirely to your wishes, taking
into account the number of people on board and the sailing area. As long as it fits into the ship, the
possibilities are endless.
Deckhouse
The deckhouse of the Enksail NK is the eye-catcher: beautiful to look at, but also offering comfort
and safety. During heavy weather everyone can sit inside in a dry, warm and safe way. In this way
you extend the sailing season when the weather is not so good. In the deckhouse you have a
panoramic view and a comfortable seat, which is nice both during sailing and in the marina.
Dutch quality
Gebroeders van Enkhuizen is a family business that has been active in the water sports sector for 27
years. In addition to yacht building, we also do complete technical installations. We have a ship
carpenter and yacht painter as a neighbour so we can produce everything at the shipyard in
Makkum. Besides the other ships we have built, there are now 20 Enksail Noordkapers built by us.
The Enksail NK is built from 40 to 60 feet in steel. It is a long keel yacht where you can also choose a
hydraulic keel construction to reduce the minimum draught and increase the maximum draught. The
yacht is cutter rigged and can be easily sailed by two people. The yacht has a lot of interior space in
relation to its length and is custom built. If you have an Enksail NK built by Gebroeders van
Enkhuizen, you are assured of a yacht of very high quality that meets your personal wishes. The
Enksail NK43 'Kajsa T' was delivered to a Swedish couple in the summer of 2019 and we are very
happy to show her to the Swedish public at the Boat Show Allt på Sjön at Gustavsberg 30.08/01.092019.
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